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Department of Public Health,
State House, Boston, January 6, 1926.
To the General Court of Massachusetts, State House, Boston, Massa-
chusetts.
Gentlemen : I have the honor to submit herewith a
report required by chapter 300 of the Acts of 1925, entitled
“An Act relative to the Taking, Marketing and Transporta-
tion of Shellfish.”
Respectfully,
CJ)e Commontoealti) of
GEORGE H. BIGELOW,
Commissioner of Public Health.

To the General Court of Massachusetts.
In compliance with chapter 300, Acts of 1925, the follow-
ing report is submitted. Said chapter of said acts was emer-
gency legislation and read as follows:
REPORT.
An Act helative to the Taking, Marketing and Transportation
of Shellfish.
Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would in part defeat its
purpose, therefore it is hereby declared to be an emergency law,
necessary for the immediate preservation of the public health and
convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. The department of public health is hereby authorized
and directed to examine the tidal waters and flats in the common-
wealth and samples of the shellfish therein in order to determine what
areas thereof are so contaminated that shellfish obtained therefrom
are unfit for food or dangerous to the public health. The department
shall determine and mark the bounds of such contaminated areas
and shall also determine and mark the areas of such tidal waters and
flats as appear after examination not to be contaminated as afore-
said, and shall publish in a newspaper published in the town in which
or adjacent to which any such contaminated or apparently uncon-
taminated area is situated, the results of its examination in relation
thereto, and may cause to be posted at convenient points on or near
any such area a description thereof with maps or diagrams showing the
bounds thereof and a statement that it is contaminated or appears
to be uncontaminated, as the case may be. The department shall
also notify the division of fisheries and game of the department of con-
servation of its determination as aforesaid.
Section 2. Whoever, without the written approval of the com-
missioner of public health, takes shellfish for any purpose whatever
from any area found, under section one, to be contaminated, or who-
ever, without such approval, takes shellfish from areas from which such
taking is prohibited under section one hundred and thirty-seven of
chapter one hundred gnd thirty of the General Laws, or knowingly
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transports or causes to be transported or has in possession shellfish
so taken, shall, notwithstanding the provisions of sections one hun-
dred and thirty-eight to one hundred and forty-two, inclusive, of
said chapter one hundred and thirty, be punished by a fine of not less
than twenty nor more tharupim hiindrad or by imprisonment
for not more than thirty day’s, IJrVotm *The provisions of this section
shall be enforced by fish and game wardens and deputy fish and game
wardens of said division and by all other officers authorized to make
ariCStS. i\ V-r \ \ rt*Mt eJC\ cviU w
Section 3. Subject to such rules and regulations as it may promul-
gate; 1Hie' 'dJpat’tmenl' bf |itfblic ■ keaftE 'iliall cfrtifiikttH'tMritlve
to thUiconditicm of the and flatsiantl [shellfishitateenj thaw*
from, in respect to
safeguard the public health and meet the requirements of the laws,
rulesregulations*.of.:the-United .StititeSiMsto (iftterstrita .fipipifittce
in shellfish and of other states:iini,rsktion>to the importation, inspec-
tion and; conspniptipji, ofshellfish, yfithin ,; Jibe
dgpartonent niay also lr,uje§, .regulgt iq^srefifipe, fiq s}fj
form,. contents and use of said certificates to such extent as may fie
necessary to safeguard the public health and to enable
industry to comply with said requirements. Such rules and regula-
tions of the department may provide for -thb'tifierih.cfihnbeWti' with
Shipraehte or, comigniriefits iof i shellfish itoupdinte butiifle thevcamra&n-
weatth ®f trigs or certificates Or ■■.certifying that theeshdllfish
to.which -the same relate havebeen takebifronifaireasifpund toyutMidw
parttnentitb be spparbhtly. ifrete frofn-contamination and setting forth:
sueh-othertfaett in.relation' fberetb as may be necessary touneetithe
requii’canents of. law in forcent such points. l ••fiimiaJob llmla
■ Section 4; I The department bf public health may! expend! ifbr the
purpose .-ofi this; act such sum; not exceeding fifteen thousand dollars!,)
as may be appropriatM-! by < tkp general ; court,:.andfitaUfieportvfco, the
general courtmqt; later thanthe first Wednesday.an: January,nilifiteen;
bnndied and; timity+six,- its'doings and . findinga: under Miifiorictfiibat
gether with such: recommendations'and drafts of; guphiJdgiriaUtooah
it may deem necessary relative to the taking, marketing laiiditrans*
portation of shellfish, including ways and.meansnf providing: revenues
tbiine&tthe'cost-bf coiiductihg any workntcominfindedau;,l:lo:; .'m ad of
Section 5: This-.act-'shail ’become nidi and >void: orb June.' firsty
nineteen hundred and twentfi’ijsixy iniSo/far
as 'inconsistent with its provisions: shnil be inoperatifib. Except as ex-
pressly provided herein, nothing, in this act shaft bo detailed to authorize
the taking, possession,: transportation! or sale of.sheiffish’which may!
be>'unlawful: under any other provision of .law: or'.dispense; with, any
restriction, condition or limitation imposed thereon by any suchipriw
vision. [Approved April 3G, 'to rftUU 1>m: Iwiiv
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rxiTßOT)rrTrdX“.
vteaxrab atom ad.) o) jaaoiups aiaw saais Jndfintmntmr)
.Previous to tins act, the Department has .from tape toaramov bagßopm KusiimoDfioo hr!) dim .anomai bate! ; iq
time examined, snejlfash-beapng ,areas, ( and, where indicated
has declared them to he contaminated under authority of
chapter 130, CJeq'eriil Laws. . But action was hindered since
orir aj)9gjjnoßBaßM ,ni .mod) ajoiloq ot ,/iu; h ,asswag aaalexamination .could be made only .on complaint, and eniorce-
,rn£lo ad) alum ,gia)Bw rmpb in nvwm , .vllsranaa amiafeyoment and .conviction were hindered by the clause allowing
. . ••.m dilaorh Tjfisa-ra ou) hi .balbna-ftog bos Imil rfloaba.it to be dug from these .areas.10,riJupoT9 I ■ >iß9o biima ;cen,i-0.11 lo> .. un-fresh attention was attracted to the health menace from
contaminated oysters by of typhoid in Chicago!
«4?S|° and Xew York in the latter part of 1924, dn
flquiw mint aeaus >mo< til r-> ■ 1olpaai, ■ t ■ I[J ,>1which jnreefed oysters, were indicted, as .reported by
Liimsdeh rf al. in Supplement Xo. 50 to the Public Health
Reports, 1925. and by Harris in the Monthly Bulletins of
die jisetc York (Xty Department of health. Volume XV,
Xo-. 2, 2 and 4. 1925. Following this on February 19, 1925,
tlie Surgeon-General of the United Stales Public Health
Service called a conference of health authorities and rep-
resentatives of the shellfish industry to consider steps to
protect the public health, and to restore .the confidence of
the public, in the industry which 'had 'suffered severely. A
representative committee was appointed which reported on
September 28, 1925. The report presented detailed stand-
ards for digging, handling and shipping both oysters and
clams.” Clams were included, since they are fully as great
a menace as oysters,. ,
With the passage of the present legislation on April SO,'
tlihji'. Department started at once the considerable task of
examining all the shellfish-bearing areas of Massachusetts
not previously Found contaminated and therefore not pro-
hibited for digging. This covered some 1,509 miles of coast.
Examinations consisted in (T) sanitary inspection, (2) bac-
teriological analysis of sea water, and ('■]) bacteriological
analysis of shellfish, .so' that 'not only was'the thorough m-
spection ot .a large area necessary, but also a great volume
of laboratory work was essential. As a result, some ad-
ditional areas were otectarea,to be so contaminated as to
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make shellfish obtained therefrom unfit for food, and many
more were declared not so contaminated. The areas are
given in detail elsewhere in this report. In general, the
contaminated areas were adjacent to the more densely
populated regions, with the concomitant increased volume
of sewage polluting the beds. Conversely, the clean areas
were adjacent to more sparsely settled regions, which had
less sewage, if any, to pollute them. In Massachusetts the
oyster is generally grown in clean waters, while the clam,
both hard and soft-shelled, is the greater health menace,
since the plumpest are often found nearest the mouth of the
sewer.
But obviously to prohibit shellfishing is no protection un-
less this prohibition is enforced. In some areas from which
the taking of clams is now prohibited, clam digging has
been going on for generations. A well-established industry
whose roots go back to the early pages of our history is not
given up without resentment and a certain amount of force.
It is often difficult for such an industry to see that a health
menace may shortly become an industrial menace. The
present legislation placed the responsibility for enforcement
on all “officers authorized to make arrests,” and on the
wardens of the Division of Fisheries and Game of the De-
partment of Conservation. As might be expected from ex-
perience with prohibition in other fields, any effective en-
forcement in this instance will not come from those given a
general responsibility, but must be looked for from that
State department given specific responsibility. However, no
appropriation for this work by the Department of Con-
servation was made. The new areas were extensive and so
was the volume of that Department’s other activities. The
enforcement of the prohibition against digging in con-
taminated areas has not been fully carried out by any offi-
cers mentioned. As the Legislature apparently means to
protect the public from the dangers incident to the eating of
shellfish contaminated by human excreta, it must provide
generously for the patroling of the prohibited areas.
Neither the time nor the funds available for this investiga-
tion made it practicable to study the problem of transplant-
ing shellfish from polluted to clean waters. It is understood
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that such transplanting is carried out in other States, under
strict control and inspection by the State, the transplanting
being limited to a few weeks in the summer, when the de-
mand is smallest. Again, it is claimed that in certain
waters shellfish are becoming or have become well-nigh ex-
tinct, due to wholesale methods of dredging and other rea-
sons. Conservation of shellfish needs all the thoughtful
study being put on conservation of forests and other ma-
terial resources. Were resources available, the Department
of Conservation might well extend the notable work that
has been done in the past and study further such problems
as these. At least some of the previous work should be re-
printed that it may be generally available.
The shellfish industry has been sorely pressed by action
of health authorities, and has consequently suffered by the
loss of public confidence. Chapter 300 of the Acts of 1925
specified that the Department promulgate rules and regula-
tions relative to the use of certificates as to the contamina-
tion of tidal waters and flats in such form as to enable the
shellfish industry to comply with the rules and regulations
of the Federal government and other States.
It was difficult to determine just how far the Depart-
ment should go in furthering the interests of the shellfish
industry under this act beyond the point actually demanded
for the protection of the public health. Should other food
products demand the amount of attention given this one, the
burden would be overwhelming.
Under regulations promulgated by the Department, cer-
tificates as to the condition of the beds were issued to diggers
from areas found to be free from contamination. The reg-
ulations read as follows:
(Approved at meeting of Public Health Council held on May 19, 192:
Taking, Marketing and Transportation of Shellfish.
Regulations made by the Department of Public Health under the Pro-
visions of Chapter 800, Acts of 1925, An Act relative to the Taking,
Marketing and Transportation of Shellfish.
1. No permission to take shellfish from areas found to be con-
taminated will be granted to any person except those employed by
the Department of Public Health in making investigations under the
provisions of chapter 300, Acts of 1925.
HOUSED Noi'-lIQOJ [Jatl i12
d ,rpts.fi!F ( i,fhts/eK i#s-
- a request in writing ta the.'Department of Public Health ac^
-at) 9fli iMw .raffiffliif s|j,-ni epaw.wdt *. ofboto si o raradcompamed by an affidavit stating pnat .the applicant will yse^ucn
ceWrircifte^!hniy : itf c&filSifioh tfcith*hhellfiffii Takefi fttfdf !fhe 'befehSS- 1
goribe&dH-ifeoh oerttflqalesq’Srtd’)fioC'flbatGtl‘>t(r br®u'gh<fiifttb dOtt&ett
with poJAttecfiwaters iydiifi-bsi»g;btw6spflrtsia \ or- prepfere.diwi
f rfgftllarlg lo nobßviaaaoO .gnog
tions who have complied with section 2, and may be recalled pr.re-
tm&sswmibfWm^Mi^gMWHeaWooB9,l Tarrai
l^H^nhg2fbftn?o*^i J'/ 't‘*' 'rl() 1 -*°
iisidoiq nous idfljiUT ydujB,.dhb lesa sxij ai.daon jjsm s&aInasmuch as of acting under trie regulations of the Massa-
ctttJsdttS of-*Pii&lUH3aUh) fmade> vinous of feliabtefl
300 of the Acts of |*torPffq
tificate will come from bods hereinafter descrjhed and will not be floated in or
bk&fcW? 'mred pre-
P«ftd frt 9S^¥tWrtlfnlse 4l ‘to
I hereby certify that on the Massachusetts Department of Public
Health fes chilled
to •hg and fennuirthwi tp be: frpe jfrSSKdcsitarhtnati»ir. \ bods-
are located as follows: •x*. r. . •. r
'cfeWrficat6 will’teb6m6 htili'hyd Jifhb’ 1, “ 19265, unless*'sooner 1re-
roked; as'a: result -of subsequent inspootioiir or Medalled.
(Date)
tJohirn&tMer of PvMic tieatih.
•■ If;was felt that if certified copies of these certificates
companied shipments, : thje demandsbf other states .and cities
■&oaldisb&<mfebj<)ji3 .ritlaod oilduq exit to aoitootoiq mil lot
■ Butuin-a* letter of November f20,- , ;1025, i tHe;®nited’ States
Public Health Service stated- thit-'i C’anada-' would 1admit
shipments from duly’ those idealdrsi that had 'met certain fe-
qnirementsi- These - requirements were ::: (I)'that 1 the dealer
must liandlc ■■ shellfish: from beds : or other dealers that had
been certified by the State Department of Health l m which
they were located; (2) that the dealer himself must be so
certified in regard to the sanitation of his plant and methods
of handling; (:’>) £ha^l^wo°copui?' be
endorsed and sent to Washington by a representative of flic
Public Health Ser vice, wlio was sufficiently familiar with the
methods of. inspection in the. given State to. feel confident
.
tfigt,.tfip Service, fould go endorse; and (4) that one of
endorsed copies must be forwarded in Canada. . , ; i ai ),i
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xiuM iaoietfep dated* NowMbw ii9>vd9£3/.ftiie Public, Health
Seedicsfosfest oufi 1 a dish mfiqlealbrs iin Hbhe mb©
had Bfttte certificates dndbrbed: by> the;.’Service. ,®hab list
indtidedJm®' tnsmhl of : Massachusetts-'.dealers beschuiegoafe
though thd ''statf Departments had - bebn inspecting
sheiihthimstafofishmehtd, botlvas taiilaikitafeibh •atldf;as i to/the
‘bteteriblegichhi and > i sheMshj .the > -Depart-
ment ‘had 1ibotdbesH 5 specifically- aarthbrizedi by the legislation
toibdttify these-esfeafelrshttientsj and' dp; ten that-time there
Md bteii amdbmuiid ; (|or buoh certification. HoweVer, t(fter
al l G«fifeitenteB * with- ■representatwea >of • the - industry jbond!after
obtaining : <an‘opinion lt'rom ! the Attorned SGeuerai that -thfe
httt wan sJiffe-it'Htlpfbrohd to <»Ter-sracli i-ce»tifißfflttoW‘.re}?ul»-
ttoiis we#e'drftiv>n dp -bjlmehe )D*parthieHteai«i'>this wdricwai
begun. It shoiddy-hoihevPr; 'he mated;: that- the principal
interest f(*athte .Jwktshnq in tbik:mattery was:* for interstate
and Canadian shipment; i>anti that"to- : likkre aMafisstfchnsett-l
deafens*-'’ippdstr Um iffee fete issned-by Ufee* Federal. 3 ftafelic
ifealth *Bemride the Departm'dnt’si certificate Must! hqben-
dmsedbKr-their teprmmtalive;:- fEhffls ftehfe) standard:;for ! cer-i
tifipatiote muste'deeply* the '.aiinii£iUmifeiju*reiB®ehtB.-.0l
-Eilbfe; Utideh Serviteep since; atuceHsflcdtelbdt Indorsed
hysuthg- iSerVioerdvoiridt presumably;.haaneiniartr'-'little-. Malae;
fFltis * lids'- tbtteafe«ktegc!;bf -fitaiwittrdiniug the-'Peqiiirenierihs
of the various States, but has the disadvantage lofc-forcing
Hetaite-tteterningitfee 'significance-’of -which there- may
bd'groundy f<WK debate. Howeveryin feiraqss ite should -be
Said i that;thi>-'rcqxrirdtnbirthn6;fhto PaHMo-ißeaulthi Hprvieeiare
iW'gtfiiraF taken from the f-eeommeiidations ! in-:the rPpo-rt-of
Ihe: 'committed,>i dated September wiiieli -was
Ofigiiraliy appointed-at the- ooiifehendelast
Ikbrtiary,!'ami: which -iiiclufied representatives of the: sifell*
boßifioo ui Jsoiofni ori} aA .oslaf .oanioo
noThmDepliriKßieht httfe now-dramn irpqstundarda for shuck-
ihg,l pat-king-tand tmadportittg- itystewif alnd olanatq and has
ireviWed'hthte saMe -'With;;ii tdfnimitteh; appointed by rep-*
rebentafivos:Jtrfdhe indU9tt\i:' OriJthq-request.*ofaa deaWyla
statemqrftv'n’iihfee fesiiefh tbat’iuk-'-phmtecimfonni; with the
pwre- fohddawS of the ; Statdrs protidioddhspieotion proves: this
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to be the case. But a sworn statement is also required from
him that he will handle in his plants shellfish w’hich have
come only from State certified beds or sources. It is as-
sumed that these statements from the Department will re-
ceive the endorsement of the Public Health Service.
As Chapter 300 of the Acts of 1925 is but temporary
legislation, a permanent policy must be decided. When the
act lapses, next June, there will be a return to the previous
legal status in regard to the matter unless new legislation
is passed. The almost universal opinion from both the
health and industrial standpoints is that this is not desirable.
The exception will probably be found in those communities
adjoining prohibited areas where the Department has not
been able to persuade them that under the old regime there
was both a health and an industrial menace.
Whatever the new legislation proposed, there are two
factors that should be borne in mind:
First, that under pressure from without the Common-
wealth for State supervision there is danger of so neglecting
local supervision that communities are antagonized and co-
operation is lost. On the other hand, purely local super-
vision of shellfishing is in many instances futile, and has not
met the growing demands necessary for interstate shipment.
The ideal arrangement, then, should combine both State and
local supervision.
Secondly, because of the pressure for high standards of
shellfish for shipment outside of the State and the amount
of time spent under this act in establishing and maintaining
them, there is danger that it may appear that the Depart-
ment is more interested that persons outside of the State
should obtain shellfish of high sanitary quality than that
such a product be available within the State. This is, of
course, false. As the interest in certified milk has had a
wide influence in improving the quality of all the milk on
the market, so will the interest in high standards for out-
of-state shipments of shellfish improve the quality of all
shellfish; also, an inspection of beds and houses includes
those producing for intrastate as well as interstate traffic.
Again, the general education of the public to demand a clean
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product will result from all this and will be the surest pos-
sible means of effecting permanent improvement. However,
it is true that there is need of protecting the Massachusetts
markets from out-of-state shellfish of poor sanitary quality.
At present there are two laws bearing upon this subject,
neither of which are sufficient to control the shipment into
the State of food prepared under unsanitary conditions.
The Federal food law, like the Massachusetts law, contains
a provision declaring food to be adulterated if it consists in
whole or in part of a filthy, decomposed or putrid animal or
vegetable substance, or any portion of an animal which is
unfit for food. Anothe. law allows the Public Health Serv-
ice to put an embargo upon the shipment of food which
may be liable to cause sickness. It is very evident that an
article of food prepared under unsanitary conditions may not
at the time of shipment have reached a stage of decomposi-
tion which would render it in violation of the law. It is
also impracticable to prove that food prepared under un-
sanitary conditions is liable to cause an epidemic. These
problems have been considered by State authorities and have
been solved by the enactment of sanitary food laws which,
in general, provide penalties for the sale of food prepared
in unclean, unsanitary or unhealthful conditions. Unsani-
tary conditions exist in many establishments engaged in the
interstate shipment of food, and the Federal authorities are
powerless to act against these conditions unless the product
shipped is actually decomposed within the ordinary defini-
tion of the word. This Department believes that an im-
provement could be made in the sanitation of not only the
shallfish business, but in the manufacture of other foods if
the Federal food laws were amended to contain provisions
regarding sanitation.
It is therefore desirable that Congress enact a sanitary
food clause into the Federal food law. If this is done, the
Department upon discovery of the shipment of food into
this State in violation of this proposed law can go directly
to the proper United States Attorney and demand pro-
cedure in the United States courts under the provision of
the United States food law.
HOiirsKv. X0,.ni50, [Jan.16
''J. Shellfishcontaminated-with human fl&#'{t'dieiilfh
menace. With shellfish priwdpal
menace iddheclatoTaithef- ' than the filter;'thOughvbbth ; may
'bbebmeuenhfainiiiafed in handling,''and bothl 'fflaV’ be ■fcbA'-
tamiliated- wheif shipped 1 into the ;Statei ;•••• '■> atm". >!)
i:®.' Inspection of areas tvith eertifihatibh
of those found ■ dot■to’ be: dangeroti jfy polluted' should -be'Cbrf.
tinned. ■
i ®'.‘-• The 1 mpamment 'of! <36hsercation ’should ;be’ givenB funds
to! enfObCe ; fhe- prohibition' of digging- : from arbas ’ found’by
4hia Department tO!,be- contaminated. 1 . : dtmight aISO phofif-
ablb extend itk> studies 1 tit such problems as the conservation
hnd transplartfation of MassachusettsI’shellfish’. 1 ’shellfish’. •• "
-if 4.1 *Subject to rules 'and- regulations of this Department',
there should be a continuation oldocaband State I'iefehslrig‘bf
establishments- dot the : shacking, packing- find 'handling of
shellfish. The latter is necesfeary to meet the demands for
interstate shipment. bianco nsod evfid arasldoiq
* 3: The ? Federal authorityBInW^gaM B to interStktb'’shipment's
bf l contaminated shellfish sfibuld ’be clarified by additional
■Federal legislation:
■o 6.' : A> draft of legislation' to- supplement the fernpotary’ act
tinder which this report has been made is ; given at the end'Of
this report. - ■
SRiMMiV,
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The investigation was begun in May and has covered the
entire seacoast of the State, which has a length, including
the islands, of some 2,000 miles. It has included an inspec-
tion of the seacoast and an examination of the methods em-
ployed for the disposal of sewage and other polluting wastes
in communities adjacent thereto, and a study of the tidal
currents into which sewage is discharged. In connection
with this inspection numerous samples of shellfish have been
collected from the flats in which they grow, and at the same
time samples of the rraters flowing over these flats have been
collected and analyzed to determine their condition, and
especially the numbers of bacteria present therein.
Distribution of Shellfish
The examinations of shellfish made during the past year
have been confined chiefly to a study of the condition of
three kinds of shellfish, viz., clams, cpiahaugs and oysters.
The common clam, known usually as the soft-shelled clam,
is found very generally in the flats which border the bays,
harbors and tidal estuaries throughout the entire length of
the seacoast of the State. They are rarely found along the
shores bordering directly on the sea, except occasionally in
the less exposed portions of beaches, though sea clams are
found more generally in such locations. Quahaugs, also
known as little-neck clams, are not found along the seacoast
north of Cape Cod, except possibly in small numbers in a
few places on the northerly side of the Cape. They grow
in abundance in the flats along the southerly coast of the
State and about the islands. Oysters are grown only in the
waters about Cape Cod, chiefly in the towns of Wellfleet,
Chatham, Barnstable, Mashpee, Falmouth and Wareham.
II
SANITARY SURVEY OF SHELLFISH-BEARING AREAS
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Areas Declared to be Polluted Under Previous
Legislation.
Under the provision of earlier legislation now included
in chapter 130 of the General Laws, especially sections 137
to 142, the Department of Public Plealth was authorized to
examine all complaints brought to its notice relative to the
contamination by sewage or other causes of tidal waters and
flats in the Commonwealth, to determine the bounds of such
contamination, and, if necessary, to mark such bounds. It
was also authorized to request the Director of the Division
of Fisheries and Game of the Department of Conservation
to prohibit the taking of shellfish from such contaminated
waters or flats for such periods of time as the Department
might prescribe. However, the
local board of health in any t<
any person to take from such 1
law also provided that the
wn might grant permits to
■aters clams or quahaugs to
be used for bait only and in such quantities and upon such
conditions as the board should express in the permit. Under
the authority of these laws the Department of Conserva-
tion, previous to the passage of the act of 1925, had pro-
hibited at the request of this Department the taking of shell-
fish from certain areas as follow
Salem-Be Di
Communication of August 4, 1914 . . . from the waters or flats of
Collins Cove, Salem Harbor, inside or south of a line drawn from the
wharf of the Salem Gas Light Company to Old Hospital Point, and
Iso from the waters or flats of Palmer’s Cove inside or west of a line
drawn from Long Point to Pickerings Point
5 . . . from the flats within theCommunication of October 6
Danvers River and Beverly Harbor west of a line drawn from Wood-
int to Old Hospital Poin
Lyn
Communication dated May 16, 1924 . . . from the waters or flats
of Lynn Harbor and its tributaries, the Point of Pines and the westerly
shore of Nahant, north of a line drawn from Bass Point, the southern
most point of the peninsula of Nahant, to the Northern Circle of the
boulevard on the Revere Beach Reservation, including the waters and
flats of the whole of the Saugus and Pines rivers.
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Boston Harbor.
Communication dated November 20, 1923 . . . from the flats or
waters of Boston Harbor, including all its arms and tributaries, inside
of a line drawn from Windmill Point in Hull to the southeasterly-
point of Deer Island and through Deer Island and across Shirley Gut
to Point Shirley, and including the shores of Lovells, Gallups and
Georges islands, but excepting along the Winthrop shore inside or
northeast of a line drawnfrom the outer end of the steamboat landing
of the Point Shirley Club at Point Shirley to the outer end of the
Cottage Park Yacht Club wharf on the southerly shore of Winthrop
between Orlando and Woodside avenues and excepting along the
westerly shore of Hull east of a line drawn from the westerly extremity
of Sunset or Nantasket Point to the Windemere Station on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railr ad
Cohn: it.
Communication dated November !0, 1923 . . . from the waters or
flats of Cohasset Harbor, including its tributaries, inside or west of
the stone breakwater and a line drawn in extension thereof to high-
water mark on the northerly side of the harbor.
New Bedford.
Communication dated July 21, 1904 . . . from the waters of New
Bedford Harbor north of or inside of a line drawn from Fort Point in
Fairhaven to a point on the easterly shore of Clark’s Point one mile
south of the most southerly sewer outlet in the city of New Bedford, or
from the waters of Clark’s Cove at any place within three-quarters of
a mile of the outlet of any sewer of the city of New Bedford discharging
into Clark’s Cove.
Subsequent to the closing of the foregoing areas permits
were granted by a few of the cities and towns for the taking
of shellfish for bait in some of these areas, but none have
been granted for many years in the waters adjacent to the
city of Boston or other towns adjacent to Boston Harbor,
except in the city of Quincy.
By the provisions of chapter 411 of the Acts of 1911 a
shellfish commission was created in the city of New Bedford
and town of Fairhaven authorizing the taking of shellfish
from polluted areas in New Bedford Harbor and Clark’s
Cove for transplanting in clean waters from which they
were subsequently taken for sale for food.
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A further general examination during the past year of the
sanitary condition of the waters and flats in the foregoing
prohibited areas has shown that the pollution of these areas
has not been diminished, and it has not been deemed neces-
sary at present to make a more careful examination of the
shellfish in these areas.
Additional Areas found to be Contaminated in the
Course of the Present Investigation; also Areas
found to be Free from Contamination.
The investigations of the past year have been directed
chiefly to the determination of the location and limits of
those flats and waters in which shellfish are grown which
are exposed to pollution by sewage in dangerous concentra-
tion. Beginning at the northerly limit of the State the first
area in which shellfish are found in considerable numbers is
the flats in the harbor of Newburyport at the mouth of the
Merrimack River and tributary estuaries in Newburyport,
Salisbury and Newbury. The condition of the Merrimack
River was the subject of a very thorough investigation under
chapter 49 of the Resolves of 1923 with reference to pre-
venting the gross pollution of this river by providing a
system of sewerage and sewage disposal for the cities and
towns within the limits of the valley of the main river be-
tween the New Hampshire boundary above Lowell and the
sea, and as a result of that investigation it was found that
the average quantity of sewage and objectionable manufac-
turing waste that was being discharged into the river within
the limits indicated were somewhat over 40,000,000 gallons
per day. In addition to the quantity of sewage discharged
into the river from the cities and towns between the New
Hampshire boundary and the sea, the river and its tribu-
taries above the New Hampshire boundary are polluted by
sewage from a number of cities and towns in New Hampshire
and in Massachusetts. Large quantities of manufacturing
wastes, also, some of them very objectionable in character,
are discharged into the river in the cities and towns above
the Massachusetts State boundary. The lower portion of
the course of the river is affected by the tides and salt-
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water runs up the river under normal conditions in the
summer season to the neighborhood of the Middle Ground,
nine miles from its mouth. In consequence of these con-
ditions, Newburyport Harbor is filled with clean sea water
by the incoming tide twice each day, while on the outgoing
tide the sewage-polluted waters from the cities and towns
above flow through the harbor to the sea. The character
of the water found in this harbor consequently varies greatly
at different stages of the tide, and other changes are pro-
duced by variations in the flow of the river and in the
volume of the tides. The harbor also receives direct pollu-
tion from the sewage of Newburyport which is discharged
untreated into the harbor just below that city, and from
the sewage of Salisbury Beach which is discharged into
Black Rock Creek through which it finds an outlet into the
harbor on its northerly side near the mouth. In consequence
of these conditions the character of the waters of the harbor
is subject to wide variations, depending upon the stage of
the tide and the flow of the river, but in the examination
of this harbor made by this Department the water in all
parts of it has been found to be contaminated, excepting in
the Basin, so called, a small area on its southeasterly side
just inside the mouth.
South of Newburyport Harbor great numbers of clams
are found on the flats of Plum Island Sound and its tributary
estuaries, including the Parker River, the Rowley River,
the Ipswich River and the Essex River, draining a region
which is comparatively sparsely populated, so that these
flats and waters are not affected by sewage in dangerous
concentration. In consequence, the numbers of bacteria in
the waters flowing over these flats were found to be very
low and the clams taken therefrom unaffected by pollution.
The average numbers of bacteria found in these clams are
in great contrast to those contained in the clams collected
from the sewage polluted flats in Newburyport Harbor.
The only present menace to the purity of the shellfish in
Plum Island Sound and adjacent estuaries is found at
Ispwich where, though the town has no regular sewerage
system, considerable quantities of sewage find their way into
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local water courses and thence into the river. The quantity
finding its way into the river in the town is not sufficient
at the present time to affect noticeably the wraters in the
estuary farther down below the mouth of Labor in Vain
Creek, where shellfish are now obtained.
The favorable conditions found in Plum Island Sound and
adjacent waters continue to the Annisquam River, a tidal
estuary which crosses Cape Ann in the city of Gloucester
in which the tide ebbs and flows from a northerly inlet
opening directly to the sea and a southerly inlet in the
form of a canal connecting with Gloucester Harbor. The
greater part of this waterway has been found to be free
from contamination by sewage in such concentration as to
affect the waters or flats in which shellfish are found, but
the southerly portion of this waterway is affected by the
sewage from Gloucester Harbor, and certain areas along its
easterly shores are affected by drainage from the city of
Gloucester and by sewage from populations immediately
along the shore. In view of these conditions, the taking of
shellfish from certain areas in this harbor has been re-
stricted as indicated in the Appendix.
Along the remaining portions of the shores of Cape Ann
from the northerly mouth of the Annisquam River around
to Hospital Point in Beverly, excepting the harbors of Rock-
port, Manchester and Gloucester, the shores are for the
most part of rock and unfavorable for the growth of shell-
fish. Much sewage is discharged into the harbor at Glouces-
ter, however, and the waters above the flats in this harbor
were badly polluted, as were the shellfish collected there-
from, and in consequence of this condition the taking of
shellfish from this area was restricted as well as from a small
area adjacent to the populous portions of Rockport and of
Manchester, where in each case the waters over the limited
area of flats in these harbors in which shellfish are found
were considerably polluted.
The conditions in Salem Harbor and estuaries were found
to have grown somewhat worse than at the time when the
taking of shellfish in this area was previously restricted, and,
owing to a growth of population along the southerly shores
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of the harbor, it has been deemed necessary to restrict the
taking of shellfish over a larger area than was formerly the
case, the limits of the areas now restricted being indicated
in the Appendix.
Marblehead Harbor was found to be considerably polluted
by sewage, and the shellfish, which are found in small num-
bers near its southerly end, were found to be unsafe for use
as food. The taking of shellfish in this harbor within the
limits indicated in the Appendix has also been restricted.
From Marblehead Harbor to the entrance to Lynn Har-
bor the conditions are, for the most part, unfavorable for
for the growth of shellfish ir
present necessity was found
region. The taking of shellfi
tain limits had already been
found for changing the limit
considerable numbers, and no
for further restrictions in this
dr in Lynn Harbor within cer-
prohibited, and no reason was
already established.
ruinations made indicate in-In Boston Harbor the e:
creasing pollution, but no change is deemed necessary at
the present time in the limits within which shellfish may be
taken in this region.
Between Point Allerton, on the southerly side of Boston
Harbor, and the entrance to Plymouth Harbor clams are
found in many of the coves and inlets, but at no place were
clam flats found to be exposed to pollution by sewage in
dangerous concentration, except in the harbor of Cohasset
within the limits already restricted.
The famous Duxbury clam flats in the northerly part of
Plymouth Bay were not found to be exposed to sewage
pollution in dangerous concentration at any point, though
there is a considerable and growing population about the
shores of the bay, but farther south the sewage of the town
of Plymouth is discharged into Plymouth Harbor in such
quantities that the waters are very seriously polluted along
the shore front of the town, and it was found necessary to
restrict the taking of shellfish within certain limits, as in-
dicated in the Appendix.
South of the mouth of Plymouth Harbor no serious pol-
lutions of the fiats and adjacent waters are found at any
point along the seacoast for many miles until the harbor of
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Provincetown is reached. This town has no general sewer-
age system, but much objectionable drainage runs out into
the harbor, and it has been deemed necessary to restrict
the taking of shellfish within certain limits, as indicated in
the Appendix.
Between Provincetown and Woods Hole, along the east-
terly and southerly shores of Cape Cod, no serious pollution
of any considerable extent of flats occurs at any point. The
discharge from a laundry in Chatham into Stepstone Creek
near the southerly shores of Pleasant Bay affects somewhat
a small arm of the bay, and it has been deemed necessary
to restrict the taking of shellfish in that location, and also
in a small area at the head of Hyannis Harbor, the north-
westerly arm of Lewis Bay, as indicated in the Appendix.
The shores of Buzzards Bay, between Woods Hole and
Fairhaven, with the exception of a small area of flats ad-
jacent to the village of Mattapoisett, show no evidence of
pollution by sewage in any concentration capable of affect-
ing seriously the waters over the adjacent flats or the shell-
fish grown therein. At Mattapoisett it has been deemed
necessary to restrict the taking of shellfish, as indicated in
the Appendix.
In New Bedford Harbor the area in which the taking of
shellfish is restricted has been enlarged somewhat to allow
for changes in sewerage and in the growth of the city, and
it has been necessary, also, to change somewhat the line
limiting the contaminated area in Clark’s Cove, but the
changes do not affect any considerable additional areas from
which shellfish are taken in this region. It has also been
deemed necessary to restrict an area about the main outlet
of the New Bedford sewerage system.
Farther west it has been deemed necessary to restrict the
taking of shellfish from an area along the easterly shores
of the Apponaganset River in the town of Dartmouth where
considerable pollution of the flats was found.
Along the remaining portion of the shores of the town of
Dartmouth and all those of Westport no serious cases of
pollution of tidal flats and waters were found at any point.
Farther west is Mount Hope Bay and the estuary of the
Taunton River which receives the sewage of the city of
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Fall River along its easterly shore, while the river is also
polluted by the direct discharge of the sewage of the city
of Taunton about fifteen miles above Fall River. There are
other considerable quantities of sewage discharged into the
river at points still farther up stream along the river and
its tributaries, especially at Bridgewater and Middleborough.
A careful study of this river having shown that, on ac-
count of the great quantity of sewage which the stream re-
ceives in proportion to its flow and the flow of the tides, its
waters were badly polluted, the taking of shellfish from any
point within the river and from certain areas in Mount
Hope Bay has been restricted, as shown in the Appendix,
but in the tributary known as the Assonet River the con-
centration of sewage pollution was not found to be such
during the past year as to injure seriously the quality of
the shellfish excepting the upper end thereof, and accordingly
the taking of shellfish from the Assonet River was author-
ized, excepting from an area shown in the Appendix.
West of the Taunton River no serious concentration of
pollution was found at any point, excepting in the Lees and
Coles rivers, where the pollution of a part of the shores is
such that it was decided to restrict the taking of shellfish
from certain areas, as shown in the Appendix.
Large quantities of shellfish are taken from the flats and
coves in the neighborhood of Nantucket, and practically all
of the area is free from any danger of sewage contamination,
the only exception being a small area near the westerly side
of the mouth of the harbor where it has been deemed neces-
sary to restrict the taking of shellfish in the neighborhood
of the sewer outlet.
Great quantities of shellfish are also collected from the
flats and coves in the harbors and inlets about the island of
Marthas Vineyard, and at no point in the entire area were
the flats and waters found to be exposed to sewage pollu-
tion in such concentration as to be likely to affect injuriously
the adjacent flats or waters.
There are no sources of pollution in the region of the
Elizabeth Islands, which are very sparsely populated at all
seasons of the year.
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Prevention of Pollution of Shellfish Grounds.
It is obvious that, if the shellfish of the State are to have
such a standing that they will command ready sale in the
markets, the use of shellfish taken directly from polluted
areas must be prevented.
With the growth in the number of inhabitants in the
State, and the rapidly increasing population along its shores,
if the taking of shellfish from contaminated waters is pre-
vented, as it should be, the areas from which shellfish may
safely be taken for use as food will be gradually reduced as
time goes on, unless some effective means of preventing pol-
lution from adjacent populations can be devised and en-
forced. It may seem at first sight to be asking much of
towns or private owners of property along the seashore to
put themselves to a considerable expense to protect from
pollution a clam flat which may not yield food in propor-
tion to the cost of its adequate protection, but the circum-
stances are rarely likely to be such that the cost of maintain-
ing the cleanliness of adjacent shores and waters is charge-
able wholly or even very considerably to their use as sources
of shellfish. It is objectionable and even dangerous to
health to allow sewage from dwelling houses to flow out over
adjacent shores or beaches used as. a resort for the public
or a playground for the inhabitants of the neighborhood,
even if no shellfish are grown there. It is also objectionable
to discharge sewage from a village or town at any point
where it may contaminate adjacent shores or waters to
which the public may have access, but unfortunately such
outlets exist and must be held responsible for the necessity
of restricting the taking of shellfish from considerable areas
of flats in the State which would otherwise be acceptable for
such use. In many such cases, however, any effective irn
provement is at present impracticable.
Fecal bacteria may be carried along in the waters of
rivers for many miles, but in sea water and tidal currents,
especially those of considerable volume, they rapidly dis-
appear, and these facts must be taken into account in judg-
ing of the probable effect of pollution by sewage upon the
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waters of the sea and of tidal estuaries. While sewage
bacteria may be carried for long distances in a polluted river
and delivered upon flats not otherwise exposed to con-
tamination, on the other hand the enormous numbers of
bacteria discharged in the sewage at some of the principal
sewer outlets into tidal currents of large volume and depth
disappear so rapidly that they are traceable for compara-
tively short distances from the point of discharge. It would
obviously be unreasonable to require the treatment or re-
moval of the sewage of the cities and towns in the Merri-
mack River valley or the Taunton River valley for the sole
purpose of restoring the flats and waters of the estuaries of
those streams to usefulness in the production of shellfish,
though such restoration might conceivably result from such
an improvement.
But it is possible to prevent contamination of the flats
which are still free from such danger, and it should be pos-
sible to restore to use some of the areas which are not too
greatly exposed to contamination. In order to accomplish
the cleaning up and restoration of polluted flats, there should
be co-operation between the town authorities and the prop-
erty owners and inhabitants affected to secure the neces-
sary relief, though where the flats in one town are polluted
by sewage from another, action by the Legislature, based
on a presentation of the facts, may be necessary before an
improvement can be effected.
Investigations made by the Department have consisted
of a careful study of the sanitary conditions affecting each
area from which shellfish are taken, and an analysis of the
sea water to determine whether sewage bacteria are present,
and finally a bacterial test of the shellfish to determine
whether such bacteria were present in such numbers as to
indicate the possible presence of disease germs therein. In
determining the safety of shellfish for use as food, reliance
has been placed chiefly on the freedom of the flats and
waters from pollution by sewage or other offensive wastes,
as shown by careful sanitary surveys and by the sea water
Summary.
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analyses, though in practically all cases the results of the
analyses of the shellfish confirmed the conclusions reached
by the other tests.
The results of the investigations of the past months are
sufficient to show quite clearly the sanitary conditions affect-
ing practically all of the flats and waters in which shellfish
are grown along the nearly 2,000 miles of the seacoast of
Massachusetts. These investigations show that oysters are
found only in the flats and waters adjacent to Cape Cod,
chiefly at Wellfleet on the Cape Cod Bay side of the Cape,
and at Chatham, Yarmouth, Barnstable (Cotuit), Mashpee
and Falmouth, on the southern shore, and Wareham in Buz-
zards Bay. The flats and waters in which oysters are
found are practically all free from pollution, remote from
main ship channels, and are not in any way exposed to fecal
contamination in a dangerous concentration.
There is no reason to doubt the safety of the use of the
oysters grown in Massachusetts waters for food while present
conditions are maintained.
Quahaugs, also known as little neck or hard-shelled clams,
grow generally in the waters south of Cape Cod. Of the
areas in which these shellfish are found, those at Marthas
Vineyard are free from contamination, while those at Nan-
tucket, except for a small area in the inner harbor, and those
along the entire southerly and easterly shores of Cape Cod
and in Buzzards Bay, excepting in a small arm of Pleasant
Bay at Chatham, a small portion of Lewis Bay near the vil-
lage of Hyannis, and a part of Mattapoisett Harbor, also,
are not exposed to fecal contamination in dangerous con-
centration. Quahaugs which grow in New Bedford Harbor
and in the upper part of Clark’s Cove, and also those shell-
fish which grow in the easterly part of the Apponaganset
River and in the Taunton River estuary, are affected by
the sewage discharged into those waters and are not safe for
use as food. Along the remaining portions of the southern
coast in the towns of Dartmouth, Westport, Somerset and
Swansea, except for small areas in Lees and Coles rivers in
the latter town, the waters and flats are free from any effect
of sewage pollution.
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Clams (soft-shelled clams) are distributed very generally
along all of the coasts of the State where they find favor-
able environment. On account of sewage pollution it has
been necessary to restrict the taking of clams from certain
areas, especially the harbors of cities and towns. There
are, nevertheless, very extensive areas of clam flats in the
State which are unpolluted and from which these shellfish
of good quality and in large quantities can still be obtained.
Such areas are found along the coast of Eessex County south
of the Merrimack River, especially in the region of Plum
Island Sound and between the Merrimack River and the
Annisquam River in Gloucester. Nearly all the shores of
Plymouth County are free from pollution, and the same is
true of Barnstable County, excepting for a few very small
areas. There are also considerable areas along the shores of
Bristol County where clams are found in considerable num-
bers in flats which are unaffected by sewage pollution.
For the future it appears to be desirable to maintain a
sufficient inspection of the shellfish areas in the State to
detect any changes in the conditions which may affect the
safety of the shellfish for food and to prevent the use of
any area which may become polluted.
It seems desirable finally that provision should be made
for certification of the condition of the area from which
shellfish are shipped for sale as food, and while it would be
most desirable if such certification could be made by the
city or town authorities from which the shellfish are shipped,
it is hardly likely that such certification would be acceptable,
at least in the beginning, in the case of shipments to other
States and cities, and such certificates would probably have
to be made by a State Department rather than by any
local authority.
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Two inspectors began investigating the conditions under
which shellfish were shucked early in June, and they have
inspected ninety-two establishments where the shucking of
shellfish is carried on.. These establishments are located in
Salisbury, Newbury, Newburyport, Essex, Rowley, Ipswich,
Gloucester, Beverly, Salem, Marblehead, Lynn, Saugus,
Revere, Winthrop, Boston, Hull, and Weymouth. Investi-
gations were also made in Scituate, Marshfield, Duxbury,
Plymouth, New Bedford, Wareham, Barnstable, Chatham,
Wellfleet, Truro and Provincetown. There is very little
shucking of clams in these latter-named towns.
Investigations were made of the sanitary conditions of
about fifty establishments for shucking scallops located in
Buzzards Bay, Marion, Mattapoisett, Woods Hole, Ware-
ham, Barnstable, Yarmouth, Harwich and Chatham.
Investigations were also made of the sanitary conditions
in which shellfish are shucked in fish stores located in the
larger cities of the State. During the course of this investi-
gation samples of the shucked fish were obtained and sub-
jected to bacterial examination in the laboratory of the
Lawrence Experiment Station, and to chemical examination
in the laboratory of the Food and Drug Division. The
scallops collected were subjected only to chemical examina-
tion.
The largest part of the clam business of this State is
along the north shore of Boston, particularly in the towns
of Salisbury, Newbury, Rowley, Ipswich, Essex, Gloucester,
Revere and Winthrop. Practically all the clams taken for
out-of-state shipment go to Connecticut and some to Rhode
Island and New Hampshire. Large quantities of clams
taken in the northern part of the State are shipped to near-
by restaurants and hotels during the summer, and in this
part of the State the sale of opened clams is growing rapidly,
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and the establishment of roadside stands where fried clams
are sold is increasing. These roadside stands are mostly
located in Essex County, but there are a few in Middlesex
County. During the winter months the bulk of the opened
clams are sold to the city restaurants, to the hotels, and to
the fish markets.
The bulk of the clams taken north of Boston are opened
by the diggers or the wholesale dealers, though a few are
sold in the shell for steamed clams. The conditions are en-
tirely different on the South Shore, where practically all the
clams are sold in the shells, the only shucking done being
under special orders for small quantities. The sanitary
conditions under which most
deplorable in Essex and Suffolk
diggers have a shanty, usually
which clams are opened and
small, one or two room buildin
set on four stones or upon two
ground so that the floor, if am
of the clams are opened are
. counties. Most of the clam
near the high-water mark, in
packed. These shanties are
;s, made of rough timber and
sticks of timber rising on the
is about eight or ten inches
above the ground. Very little thought is given to the
drainage or the surroundings. In many instances there are
open privies close to the shanties, and in a few cases open
sink drains have been found near the shanties and oc-
casionally a horse stable. Practically none of these shanties
have sinks or facilities for running water. The establish-
ments are hardly ever screened, and the shells are fre-
quently piled up near the shucking place. Practically no
attention is paid to the cleanliness of the pails, tins and
buckets, although sometimes these utensils were rinsed in
sea water, which is hardly sufficient to clean and sterilize
them. We have found clams being shucked in cellars where
hens were also kept, in woodsheds, in garages, in kitchens,
in barns, on piazzas, and occasionally in the open under a
tree. A great deal of this shucking is carried on by small
boys who know practically nothing about sanitation, and
who, apparently, have been getting no instructions about
sanitation from their employers. Clams are frequently
shucked by men, some of whom smoke, and others chew
tobacco during the process. Toilet facilities are most primi-
tive, if they exist at all.
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Incidentally, the conditions found in the shucking es-
tablishments are better than were the conditions of handling
and opening found in fish markets. The opening of clams
is at its best a dirty process, and it would seem de: Irable,
for the purpose of common decency, that the clams be
washed after they were opened. This is what the clam
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shucker does, and his claim that the clam must be washed
appears to be valid until we consider the relative difference
between the bacterial content of clams in the shell andNt l i ll
clams which have been opened and washed. It is generally
considered that clams in the
coli score of less than 50.
ihell should have a bacillus
'wo hundred and fifty-two
samples of opened clams were examined and the score was
SCOAIS.
CHART I.
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found to be less than 50 in only 72 instances, or 28.6 per
cent of the total samples. Thirty-nine and three-tenths per
cent of the samples had scores of 1,000 or more; 19.1 per
cent had scores of 10,000 or more; 7.6 per cent had scores
of 100,000 or more; and 1.6 per cent had scores ranging
from 1,000,000 to 10,000,000. These figures are shown in
Chart I, in which the percentage figure of samples is cumula-
tive, representing those samples with scores at and below the
point plotted.
In view of the fact that all of these clams were presumed
to have come from unpolluted areas, and were claimed by
the digger or opener to have come from such areas, it is
very evident that the commercial method of washing and
handling clams is not conducive to cleanliness. The re-
sults of this bacterial examination are given upon Chart I.
as a summation plot upon arithmetic logarithmic scales.
Half of these samples had scores varying between 64 and
8,472. The median was 565, the geometric mean was 821,
and the arithmetic mean was 212,484.
The oysters and quahaugs taken in this State are prac-
tically all sold in the shell. A few shanties were found in
which oysters were occasionally opened, and while the
number of these shanties seen in operation were few, the
conditions were much better than those existing in the clam-
opening places. The scallops taken in this state are prac-
tically all opened by the persons taking them. The scallop
industry is confined wholly to the South Shore of the State,
upon the southerly side of Cape Cod and Buzzards Bay.
Most of the scallops are taken some distance from shore by
means of a drag and net. This procedure is quite different
from the digging of clams, which are dug from the mud or
sand at low water. The persons taking the scallops are
licensed by the town, and the amount of scallops taken per
day is limited. In some instances the scallops after being
taken are floated in a sheltering cove or basin on the banks
of a quiet river, not far from its mouth, by the various
fishermen. Small shanties are located on the banks of these
basins where the scallops are taken. The sanitary con-
ditions of these establishments are far superior to those
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operated for clam shucking. This industry is confined to
the late fall months, and therefore the openers do not have
to contend with flies and other insects as do the clam
openers. The shanties usually contain a small stove upon
which in many instances is placed a pan of water for wash-
ing purposes. The shanties also contain a large shelf to
hold the scallops and various tools, boxes, nets, etc.
The process of opening a scallop is far cleaner than that
of opening a clam, because the muscle only is removed from
the shell and the rest of the animal is thrown into a barrel
with the shell. These shells are usually piled up outside of
the shanty and in many cases carried away, sometimes
weekly, sometimes monthly, and sometimes daily. In some
instances these shells are dumped below low-water mark and
do not constitute a nuisance. The opened scallops are
usually placed in a small agate dish, and from this they are
transferred into a butter or lard tub or a galvanized pail.
These shanties are in groups of from three to twenty, and
one or more of these shanties are found in nearly every town
in the territory covered by the Department.
The improved sanitation of the scallop business over the
clam business is due to the habit of the fish, the season at
which the fish are taken, and the nature of the portion used
for food. The scallop is taken at a considerable distance
from shore, and therefore is less liable to be polluted than is
the clam. It is submerged in the water at the time of
taking, and the waters are less liable to pollution than are
those where clams are taken. During the process of open-
ing, the scallop is hardly touched by hand, while in the
case of clam opening the clam must necessarily be actually
handled, and it is of a very soft texture, while the scallop
is a fairly compact muscle. The scallops are either sold
locally or shipped to commission merchants in Boston or
New York. No toilets are found in any of the scallop
shanties.
The shellfish are washed with two objects in view; first,
to clean the fish, and second, to sell water to the public at
the price of fish, since fresh water is taken up and the shell-
fish swell. This process is called “floating” or “bloating.”
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During the course of the year 132 samples of clams were
examined chemically for the purpose of ascertaining the
amount of solid material in the clam. In addition, 88
samples were examined during November. There were also
examined 80 samples of oysters, all of which had been
shipped in interstate commerce; and 132 samples of scallops,
all of which had been produced in this State. Some years
ago the Department investigated the scallop industry and
improved it as far as the sale of water as scallops was con-
cerned. Over 90 per cent of the samples obtained were
found to be free from added water. When one considers
that three gallons of scallops can be swelled by the addi-
tion of water to occupy a volume of five gallons, it is very
evident that there is money in the business of soaking shell-
fish. The comparative freedom of the market from soaked
scallops speaks well of the industry. About 34 per cent of
the clams obtained prior to November first, and 77 per cent
of the clams obtained since November first, were found to
be soaked. The comparatively good quality of the clams
obtained prior to November first is probably due to the
fact that the inspectors were in the opening shacks during
the process of opening the clams, and samples were obtained
before the shuckers had soaked them. In this process of
adulteration the one who shucks clams does some washing,
the wholesaler does a little more, and the retailer furnishes
some more water. In the past the Department has had
considerable difficulty in obtaining a conviction with a
penalty for selling soaked clams. The usual defense is
that washing is necessary for the purpose of cleaning the
clams. The evidence obtained this year that the washed
clams are much dirtier bacteriologically than the unwashed
clams will be an invaluable aid in prosecuting cases in the
future. The solid content of shellfish varies somewhat with
the salinity of the water from which the fish have been
taken. It is therefore a difficult matter to state in many
instances whether shellfish have been soaked or not, unless
evidence is available as to the character of the water in
which the fish were taken. Many of the samples of oystexvs
obtained were soaked. Some of these wex- e obtained from
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unopened containers shipped in interstate commerce. This
matter is now being taken up with the United States De-
partment of Agriculture. Retail dealers have an idea that
it is necessary to keep shellfish cool in order that they may
not spoil. In this matter the dealers are correct, but they
somehow believe that the only way to keep them cool is
to put a cake of ice in the container with the opened shell-
fish. When it is suggested to a dealer that the cake of ice
be placed outside of the container, the objection is at once
raised that it would take too much ice to keep the shellfish
cool. One dealer stated that it lowered the cost of living
to keep the ice in the container with the shellfish, because
the watered shellfish could be sold much cheaper than the
unwatered shellfish.
The percentage of solids in these samples of clams,
oysters and scallops is shown in Chart 11. In this chart
each point on the percentage scale is cumulative and rep-
CHART II
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resents all the samples examined that contain the per-
centage of solids indicated and less. The scallop figures, ex-
cepting at the lower end of the plot, conform to the laws of
probability. Both series of figures form two probability
plots; one above 17 per cent of solids, and the other, be-
low 17 per cent of solids. Seventeen per Tent is about the
minimum solids for unsoaked clams and scallops produced in
Massachusetts.
It is evident that there must be supervision of this in-
dustry in order that it be cleaned up. The following
standards for the guidance of the sanitary inspector have
been drawn up by the Department along the lines suggested
in the September 28 report of the committee, appointed at
the Surgeon-General’s conference last February, after con-
ferring with representatives of the industry;
Proposed Standards Governing the Construction and Opera-
tion of Shipping, Packing and Shucking Houses with Ref-
erence to Oysters and Clams.
1. Construction.
(a) Lighting and ventilation shall be adequate in all parts of the
building used.
(6) Shucking room shall be separate from the shellfish washing and
packing room.
(c) Floors shall be so constructed as to make it easily possible to
thoroughly clean them, and the drainage of all water therefrom shall
be complete and rapid.
(d) Walls shall be smoothand painted and so constructed as to make
it easily possible to clean them.
(e) Ceilings shall be so constructed as to make it easily possible to
maintain them free from cobwebs and dust collections.
(/) Storage bins or storage rooms for shell stock shall be so con-
structed as to admit of easy and thorough cleaning.
(g) Shucking benches shall be smooth and so constructed as to be
readily cleansed.
(h) Toilets must be provided for the employees, which shall be
separate from the shucking and packing rooms. In the case of a pit
privy, the same shall be at least 100 feet from any part of the plant
and shall be constructed and maintained in a sanitary manner.
(f) Refrigerator room or ice box for the retention of shellfish must
be so constructed as to permit of easy and thorough cleansing. It is
recommended that refrigerator rooms have a concrete floor and that
the ice box have an impervious lining.
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2. Equipnnent.
(a) Water. The plant shall be provided with an abundant supply
of water from an approved source, preferably under pressure.
(6) Hot ivater shall be available during all seasons of the year when
the plant is in operation.
(c) Faucets, where available, shall be so located, and the plant pro-
vided with hose of sufficient length to permit of thorough flushing all
parts of the plant.
(d) Lavatory (preferably stationary washstand) with hot and cold
water shall be provided, and the same located at the most advanta-
geous place. Individual towels and soap shall be provided.
(e) Utensils. Shucking pails, measures, skimmers, colanders, tanks,
tubs and paddles shall be made of a non-corrosive and non-rusting
smooth material and constructed in such a manner as to eliminate
grooves, seams, etc., where food particles and slime will collect. All
seams, joints and the like shall be well filled with solder and dressed
to a smooth surface. In the case of dry measure shucking, the use of
that type of pail having a perforated center spire is urged against,
because this spire makes the cleaning of the pail very difficult. The
handles of opening knives should be so constructed as not to contain
cracks and crevices which would retain food particles and slime.
(/) Cleaning Equipment. The plant shall be provided with an
adequate supply of stiff brooms and brushes of such design as is best
suited to the purpose for which they are to be used. Also, there shall
be provided a gritty scouring powder, and, where water under pres-
sure is available, hose of sufficient length to reach all parts of the
building.
3. Operati
(a) Transportation of Shell Stock from Beds. The boats or vehicles
in which the shellfish are transported shall be kept in such state of
cleanliness that the shellfish will not be dangerously or offensively
contaminated. The physical conditions of storage thereon shall be
such that the shellfish will be kept alive and fresh.
(6) Floating of shellfish shall be done only in water not subject to
contamination, and in water of salinity equal to that from which the
shellfish were taken.
(c) General Cleanliness.—During the operating season theplant shall
be used for no purpose other than the handling of shellfish. Material
foreign to the particular business shall not be stored within the op-
erating part of the plant. All abandoned equipment shall be removed
from the plant and the floors in every way kept clear for thorough
cleansing. The unoccupied portions of the storage bins, the shucking
benches, and all the floors shall be swept and flushed with water of
an approved quality at least once every day, at the completion of the
day’s run, until they are thoroughly clean. A safeguard that is recom-
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mended is that of following the above cleansing with a thorough flush-
ing with scalding water or a solution of sodium hypochlorite. This
treatment is particularly advisable in the case of the shucking benches.
Refrigerator rooms or ice boxes shall be washed out and scalded once
a week, or more often if needed. Once a week the cleansing shall in-
clude a sweeping of the ceilings and a scouring of the walls.
(d) Personal Cleanliness.—Shuckers shall wear rubber aprons, which
shall be of heavy material with unbroken surface. These aprons and
their cots and mitts shall be scrubbed with hot water daily. All em-
ployees shall wash their hands thoroughly with hot water and soap on
beginning work and after each visit to the toilet. Signs to this effect
should be posted, and the failure of the employees to comply is of
sufficient importance to warrant their discharge. Due precautions shall
be taken to exclude from the plant any persons suffering with a com-
municable disease or with infected wounds upon the hands or arms,
and to discover and exclude carriers of the germs of intestinal infec-
tion such as typhoid fever.
(e) Sterilization. Boiling water shallbe available for sterilizing the
utensils. All utensils and tools such as opening knives, shucking pails,
measures, skimmers, colanders, tanks, tubs and paddles, in fact, every
utensil or tool that the shellfish come in contact with, shall be scoured
daily with a gritty soap powder and brush until clean, and then
sterilized by steam in a steam chamber or box by boiling water before
beginning work, or at the close of the day if they are stored over night,
so as not to become contaminated. Returnable shipping cans must
be cleaned and sterilized just prior to refilling, and it is recommended
that the non-returnable cans be sterilized before filling. The exclusive
use of the non-returnablecan is urged. The use of shipping containers
other than metal is not approved.
(/) Refrigeration. For the refrigeration of shucked stock, outside
containers shall be provided for ice, and no ice or other foreign sub-
stance shall be allowed in contact with the shellfish. Shucked stock
shall be kept at a temperature of 50° F. or below, from the time it leaves
the shipper until the time it reaches the consumer, but shall not be
allowed to freeze. The same temperature shall be maintained in the
plant’s refrigerator where shucked shellfish is stored.
(g) Washing Shucked Stock. Shucked shellfish shallbe washed with
cold water of assured purity for a period not in excess of three minutes.
(.h ) Waste Disposal. Shells, washings and other wastes shall be dis-
posed of in such a manner as not to cause a nuisance.i
The following-named paragraphs r
only:
Ter to plants handling shell stock
1. (a), (c), (d) (first sentence), (e), (f), (h)
2. (a), (c), (d), (/) (first sentence
3. (a), (6), (c) (in so far as it applies to general cleanliness, cleaning
of the plant twice a week may suffice), (d), (h
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In addition it is to be said that shellfish in the shell shall be shipped
in clean barrels or sacks, and maintained in storage or in transit at a
temperature below 50° F., but not at a freezing point.
Conclusions.
1. Sanitation in shucking and packing houses handling
soft shell clams is in general very poor.
2. The washing and handling may greatly contaminate,
as shown by bacterial examination.
3. Though relatively little shucking of oysters and qua-
haugs is done, what houses there are show better sanitation
than those handling soft-shelled clams.
4. Conditions in the scallop industry are fairly satisfac-
Tory
5. Watering of shellfish, except scallops, is practiced in all
stages of handling shellfish.
6. Supervision is essential to insure a clean product
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The methods of determining the bacterial pollution of
shellfish have changed considerably since this work was first
undertaken by this Department. 1 Formerly it was the cus-
tom to determine not only the bacteria in the shell water
but in the intestinal tract, and to express the findings in
numbers of bacteria per cubic centimeter, the number of the
B. coli, the bacteria grown in four days at 20° C., all being
considered important. Shellfish from the cleanest areas often
contain many bacteria, as the shell water is an excellent
media for the growth of bacterial life.
The reason that the scoring method has been adopted
is that it simplifies the statement of results, and the deter-
mination of coli has of late been considered to be the all-
important one in the examination of shellfish. The score
number 50 was decided upon by the committee on shellfish
examination of the American Public Health Association as
being the point or numerical number at which it is prac-
tically assured or assumed that samples containing less than
this number will be free from disease germs. That is to say,
as the number of coli in sewage is always enormous com-
pared with the number of disease germs present, even in
sewage coming from a community in which cases of typhoid
fever might be present, coli would undoubtedly be present
in numbers two or three billion times as great as the typhoid
germ. The score of 50 is of course entirely arbitrary, and
there are reasons to believe from the work of this Depart-
ment and that of others that at times a score exceeding
this may be found in shellfish from practically, if not ab-
solutely, non-polluted areas, that is, areas not polluted with
the sewage from human beings.
It is, of course, true that the number of B. coli found
varies generally almost directly with the degree of pollution
IV.
LABORATORY EXAMINATION OF SHELLFISH.
Annual Repo rt, Massachu Board of Health, 1905, pp. 429 to457, inclusive
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of the area from which the shellfish are collected, this being
shown clearly by many results of our investigations during
past years, and particularly by an investigation made during
1920 in regard to the B. coli found in the shell water of
clams taken from a badly polluted area, a slightly polluted
area, and an area probably entirely free from pollution. 1
As a result of this investigation it was found that the
average coli score of the clams from the most polluted area
was 1,200; the maximum, 23,000, and the minimum, 5. Of
clams from the slightly polluted area the average score was
230, the maximum, 500, and the minimum, 4. From the
non-polluted area the average score was 7, the maximum,
32, and the minimum, 0. These averages were of many
series of samples collected at all seasons of the year. It
was shown by this investigation, as indeed it has been
shown by other investigations, that even from exceedingly
polluted areas, samples of shellfish may at times be collected
having a very low score. Such results, of course, may be
very misleading to the investigator if only one or two sets
of samples are taken
many samples of sea water
ated have been collected and
In the 1925 investigation
from the areas being investij
examined in the laboratory. Speaking broadly, however,
high shellfish coli scores are given almost invariably from
areas shown to be polluted by the sea water analyses and
by sanitary surveys, and low scores from the practically
unpolluted areas, although there are occasional exceptions
to this rule. Speaking broadly again, the low shellfish
scores are generally given when positive tests for coli in sea
water are not obtained in less volume than 10 cubic centi-
meters
In carrying on the laboratory work called for by the act
under which this investigation was made, the standard
methods for the determination of bacteria have been fol-
lowed quite closely. One or two variations have been made
by us, however, in the preparation of samples for examina-
tion. The standard methods call for a thorough cleansing
of the shellfish by scrubbing with a stiff brush and clean
Annual Report, Department of Public Health, 1920, pp. 123 and 124.
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running water followed by drying and sterilization of the
edge of the shells by passing them through a flame. This
method is more or less time-consuming, and offers some pos-
sibilities of contamination from the brush and towel used in
drying unless these are kept absolutely sterile and clean,
hence, after careful comparisons of results, the following
method was adopted: The hands of the worker are thor-
oughly cleansed at the beginning of the work, and the sam-
ples freed from mud and other extraneous matter by
scrubbing with the fingers under the faucet from which
clean city water is flowing, any water remaining on the
shell after this operation being shaken off.
Many comparative examinations were made of the shell
water from shellfish cleaned in this way, and by the stand-
ard methods, and somewhat lower results were obtained by
the method adopted by us. The efficiency, safety and free-
dom from contamination of the shell water by this method
of cleaning is shown by the fact that a series of twenty-one
samples prepared in this way by us gave a score of 0 for
twenty, and 1 for the remaining sample.
After this preparatory cleaning the clams and oysters
examined have been opened according to the standard
consumed in opening the
etc., that is, the “hard”
methods. So much time wa
shells of quahaugs, sea clam:
shellfish, by this method, however, that a simpler method
was adopted, as follows: The shells are washed as before
described and then these hard shellfish are held by the hinge
with one hand and the shell struck near the center of the
bowl with a light hammer. The shell water immediately
drains out from the cracked shell and a much larger num-
ber of samples can be handled in a given time in this way
than by the old standard method of opening. This method
has also been compared with the standard method, and the
bacterial results have been practically the same.
The standard method of the American Public Health As-
sociation for preparing samples of shucked shellfish for ex-
amination consists of mixing 200 cubic centimeters of
shucked stock with an equal amount of 2 per cent sterile
salt solution, and using the resulting watery fluid precisely
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the same as in the direct shell water examination. This
method has been compared by us many times with direct
examination of the fluid normally present in shucked shell-
fish, and with practically identical results. The dilution
method is rather more convenient, however, and, as it is
equally accurate, has been used.
We have found in the course of this work that shell-
fish (in the shell) may be kept in the ice box, that is, under
cold, dark, moist conditions, at least two days and per-
haps three, without materially affecting the B. coli score.
There is generally an increase in the number of four-day
bacteria, and at times some decrease in the number of
twenty-four hour litmus lactose agar bacteria. After three
days the number of B. coli generally decreases rapidly with
great increase in the four-day 20° C. bacteria.
In the open air at about 70° F., and especially under dry
conditions, and especially in the sunlight, shellfish (in the
shell) deteriorate rapidly. The total bacteria increase in
number to such an extent as to destroy or overgrow the B.
coli, and determinations of the latter made on shellfish kept
under such conditions, even twenty-four hours after collec-
tion, are unreliable. Shellfish kept by us up to seven days
under cool conditions, away from flies, etc., remained alive
and developed no offensive odors.
All of our work, both routine and experimental, has shown
that shellfish in the shell from good areas and shipped under
cool, moist conditions should improve, as far as the B. coli
score is concerned, rather than deteriorate, as stated by some
observers; that is to say, the coli instead of increasing in
number begin to die after the second or third day. Under
such conditions, however, an increase will generally be noted
in the total number of bacteria present. Our work has
further made clear that misleading results may be obtained
when examining shucked shellfish if the B. coli score is alone
depended upon; that is to say, shellfish that have been
shucked for several days before the laboratory examination
may be very low in coli, although quite polluted, due to the
overgrowing of coli by other bacteria. More work should
be done, however, along this line. Free ammonia tests give
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considerable information as to the age of shucked stock.
Samples from the shucking houses of the shucked and un-
shucked stock might show considerable in regard to the
cleanliness of handling.
During the summer abnormal results were obtained on
certain samples. In looking for an explanation, it was
thought that the air-tight cartons in which samples are
regularly shipped might have had some effect. To check
up on this, duplicate samples were collected in the field and
from local markets, and stored in tight and ventilated car-
tons.
On samples directly from the field, the B. coli scores in
tight cartons were 0, 0, 41, 14 and 23, and duplicate samples
in ventilated cartons gave scores of 5, 5, 32, 5 and 32.
Several lots of samples obtained from local markets, prob-
ably several days old, with a score of about 500 when
bought, had practically the same score after being kept
iced twenty-four and forty-eight hours in tight and in ven-
tilated cartons. The conclusion was that any variations
noticed were within the limits of the method.
At first thought it might seem that shell water was merely
sea water that the shellfish had taken into its shell. Average
analyses show, however, 24 parts nitrogen in 100,000 in the
shell water from clams, 35.6 in quahaugs, and 39.9 in
oysters, while mussels contained only 1.05 parts. It would
seem probable from these results that the considerable
volume of water which each shellfish takes in and expels
each day in search of food cannot mix directly with the shell
water, or the loss of nitrogen would be greater than the gain.
As a matter of fact, however, as these results show, the
nitrogen content of this shell wTater is many times that of
sea water. There was considerable variation in the free
ammonia in the shell water of clams bought in markets,
and, as before stated, this test is an important indication
of the freshness or staleness of shellfish. *
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Conclusions.
Summarizing all the laboratory work carried on during
1925, certain more or less important conclusions can be
reached, as follows:
1. It is evident that while the coli score is a fairly re-
liable method of judging pollution or cleanness, other fac-
tors may so obscure it that it becomes practically valueless.
For example, in dirty shucked clams other bacteria may,
and often do, in a few days overgrow and destroy coli to
such an extent that the score may be very low in spite of
filthy handling or collection from polluted sources. This
has been proved by laboratory experiments, and, moreover,
one lot of shucked clams brought to the laboratory in a fer-
menting condition and high in total bacteria had a low coli
score.
2. When shellfish are kept under the best conditions
either in markets or during transportation, the coli score
should decrease instead of increase, and hence, if high scores
are found at Chicago, for instance, the scores were un-
doubtedly higher when the shellfish were shipped from the
seaboard. In other words, clean shellfish shipped to Chicago
should have a low score when arriving, and foul shellfish
shipped to the same point probably would have a lower score
on arrival than when shipped, but might have a very high
total number of bacteria grown four days at 20° C., a
higher number, undoubtedly, than would be the case with
the clean shellfish.
3. We have evidence, perhaps not entirely conclusive,
that badly polluted shellfish, both in the shell and shucked,
may after several days have a lower coli score than clean
shellfish held for the same period of time, this being due to
the great growth of other bacteria in the polluted shellfish.
It also appears evident from some of our results that during
certain periods or conditions of shellfish life, especially
oysters, they may, even in almost unpolluted waters, ac-
cumulate coli to such an extent as to give coli scores some-
what higher than sanitary surveys of the area and sea water
analyses indicate should be found. This may be due to a
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larger volume than usual of water taken in and discharged
daily by such shellfish and the accumulation of coli. In
fact, the cleanness of the water may be the reason for
greater volumes being taken in in order that a sufficient
supply of food may be obtained. It is perhaps true, also,
that some of these bacteria are not true coli. Skill and ex-
perience are undoubtedly necessary in judging by the coli
score the condition of shellfish as regards pollution, and
especially is this true of results obtained after several days’
transportation or storage in markets as above explained.
4. We have used three methods of determining the clean-
ness and safety of shellfish areas. Of these, the sanitary
survey is probably the most important. Observations of
sewage entering and overflowing an area are sufficient to
condemn it without bacterial work. Conclusions from such
observations are, of course, to be governed or modified by
'comparisons of the volume of the sewage and the extent of
the area. Bacterial examinations of sea water, especially
if the samples are taken under the right condition of wind
and tide, are of considerable importance in establishing lines
separating polluted from non-polluted sections of an area,
or non-polluted areas from polluted areas. Bacterial exam-
inations of the shellfish themselves show absolutely their
condition at the time of examination, and are of great im-
portance, but may under certain conditions be misleading,
as explained above; that is, there are times when the de-
termination of the total number of bacteria grown at 20°
C. and at 37° C. may be, and probably is, much more im-
portant than the coli score. This is not true of samples
taken directly from shellfish areas, but after collection and
handling.
Samples with
B. Coli Scores
of 50 or Less.
730 543
268 238
76 59
17 16
6 5
1924
266 62
31 8
102
9501,520
1,158
25
2,703
Clams in Shell fkom Market No. 1
260,000
330.000
330.000
400.000
55,000
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On arrival at laboratory
After 1 day in ice box .
After 2 days in ice box
After 4 days in ice box
After 8 days in ice box
Free Ammonia
(Parts in 100,000).
Bacteria per
Cubic Centimeter
(4 Days, 20° C.).
(Kept at about 38° F.]
Effect of Time on Bacteria and Ammonia.
-two cities and towns, and samples of shucked
Total Number
of Samples.
Number of
Shellfish ControlConnection with
Tables presenting a Few of the Results of Experiments in Regard to the
Number of Samples examined in t
during 1925.
Sample.
In shell:
Soft clams ......
Quahaugs
Oysters
Mussels
Miscellaneous
Mixed
Shucked:
Clams .......
Oysters
Experiments
Total shellfish
Sea waters
Sewages .......
Total samples to November 30
Samples of shellstock were received from sixty-tw
stock from twenty-seven cities and towns.
B. Coli
Score.
14
32
14
14
23
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Tables -presenting a Few of the Results of Experiments in Regard to the
Effect of Time on Bacteria and Ammonia Continued.
Shucked Clams from Market No. 1.
Kept at about 38° F.]
B-CoU Cubic^CentimeterScore. Daygf 20° C.). Parts in 100,000)
10,000 460,000 2.56
4.600 1,800,000 3.80
4.600 11,800,000 3.10
1,000 19,000,000 13.20
Planted.
On arrival at laboratory
After 1 day in ice box .
After 2 days in ice box
After 4 days in ice box
Clams in Shell from Market No
[Kept at about 38° F.
2.501,400 135,000On arrival at laborator;
After 1 day in ice box
After 2 days in ice box
After 4 days in ice box
After 8 days in ice box
2,300 550,000 1.90
140 780,000 1.50
230 440.000 10
940.000 8.00
Shucked Clams from Market No,
[Kept at about 38° F.]
370,000On arrival at laboratory 8,200 90
After 1 day in ice box
After 2 days in ice box
After 4 days in ice box
'010,000 1,500,000
1,000 9,000,000 4.50
5,30460 4,500,000
Shucked Clams from Market No.
[Kept at about 38° F.)
On arrival at laboratory . . . 280,000 1,000,000 4.40
After 1 day in ice box 46,000 3,300,000
After 2 days in ice boxe . . . . 64,000 4,000,000 9.20
After 3 days in ice box . . . 8,200 700,000 11.20
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Tables presenting a Few of the Results of Experiments in Regard to th
Effect of Time on Bacteria and Ammonia Continued.
iked Clams from Market No
temperature 50-70° F
B Coli Bacteria
per Free Ammonia
Score C ). in 100.000Planted
Clams in Shell collected by
Laboratory Force from Plum Isl,
River, Ipswich.
0.801,400
On
Af
0
After 2 di
0.7;
After 4 day
0.85
After 7 days in ice box
i, about 38° F.]
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Tables presenting a Few of the Results of Experiments in Regard to the
Effect of Time on Bacteria and Ammonia Continued.
Clams in Shell collected by Laboratory Force from Plum Island River,
Ipswich
IKept at about 38° F.]
Planted. £°!i Cubfc°Centimeter ./re0Score. (4 Days, 20° C.). (Parts in 100,000).
On arrival at laboratory
... 0 60,000 1.20
After 1 day in ice box .... 5 50,000 0.92
After 2 days in ice box ... 0 70,000 1.68
After 4 days in ice box ... 5 60.000 2.20
Clams in Shell from Newburyport Flats.
R Prili Bacteria perPlanted. o' CubicCentimeterscore. (4 Dayg) 20 o c }
On arrival at laboratory . . . . . . . 410 13,000
After 3 days in ice box ........ 320 11,000
After 7 days in ice box 32 170,000
After 3 days in open laboratory ...... 140 69,000
After 7 days in open laboratory less than5 1,000,000
Opened Oysters from Market No. 3
Kept at about 38° I
B. Coli Cubic
CCe?timeter Free AmmoniaScore. % Days 20° C b (Parts in 100' 000)
Planted,
On arrival at laboratory 1,000 60,000
After 1 day in ice box 460 240,000 1
After 2 days in ice box 640 310,000
After 3 days in ice boi 1
Opened Oysters from Market No.
Kept in room, temperature 50-70° F.]
On arrival at laboratory 60,000 1.20
After 1 day in ice box 401,000 1,800.000
After 2 days in ice box 820 21,000,000
After 3 days in ice box 460 4,000,000 CO
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Tables -presenting a Few of the Results of Experiments in Regard to the
Effect of Time on Bacteria and Ammonia■—Concluded.
Opened Oysters from Market No. 1.
[Kept at about 38° F.]
Planted. 1^?U CubfcCentimeterhcore. Days, 20° C.). (^nrts m 100,000).
On arrival at laboratory . . . 10,000 147,000 1.08
After 1 day in ice box .... 4,600 1,300,000 3.00
After 2 days in ice box . . . 460 1.92
After 3 days in ice box . . . 100 4,300,000 1.16
Opened Oysters from Market No. 1.
[Kept in room, temperature 50-70° F.]
10,000 147,000 1.08
4,600 8,000,000 2.56
640 8,000,000 0.20
280 5,500,000 2.04
On arrival at laborator;
After 1 day in ice box
After 2 days in ice box
After 3 days in ice box
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An Act relative to the Taking, Shucking, Marketing
and Transportation of Shellfish.
PROPOSED LEGISLATION
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. Chapter one hundred and thirty of the General
Laws is hereby amended by striking out sections one hun-
dred and thirty-seven to one hundred and forty-two in-
clusive and inserting in place thereof the following new
sections:
Section 137. The department of public health is hereby
authorized and directed to examine from time to time the
tidal waters and flats in the commonwealth and samples of the
shellfish therein in order to determine what areas thereof are
so contaminated that shellfish obtained therefrom are unfit
for food or dangerous to the public health. The depart-
ment shall determine and mark the bounds of such con-
taminated areas and shall also determine and mark the
areas of such tidal waters and flats as appear after examina-
tion not to be contaminated as aforesaid, and shall publish
in a newspaper published in the town in which or adjacent
to which any such contaminated or apparently uncontam-
inated area is situated, the results of its examination in re-
lation thereto, and may cause to be posted at convenient
points on or near any such area a description thereof with
maps or diagrams showing the bounds thereof and a state-
ment that it is contaminated or appears to be uncontaminated,
as the case may be. The department shall also notify the
division of fisheries and game of the department of con-
servation of its determination as aforesaid.
Section 138. Whoever, without the written approval of the
commissioner of public health, takes shellfish for any purpose
from any area found under the preceding section to be con-
taminated, or whoever, without such approval, takes shell-
fish from areas while such taking therefrom is prohibited un-
der earlier provisions of said section or under chapter three
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hundred of the acts of nineteen hundred and twenty-five, or
knowingly transports or causes to be transported, or has in
possession shellfish so taken shall be punished by a fine of not
less than twenty nor more than one hundred dollars or by
imprisonment for not more than thirty days, or both. The
provisions of this section shall be enforced by fish and game
wardens and deputy fish and game wardens of said division
and by all other officers authorized to make arrests.
Section 139. Subject to such rules and regulations as it
may promulgate, the department of public health shall issue
certificates relative to the condition of the tidal waters and
flats and shellfish taken therefrom, in respect to contamina-
tion, in such form as will most effectively safeguard the public
health and meet the requirements of the laws, rules and
regulations of the United States as to interstate commerce in
shellfish, and of other states in relation to the importation,
inspection, and consumption of shellfish within their respective
limits. The department may also promulgate rules and reg-
ulations relative to the form, contents and use of said cer-
tificates to such extent as may be necessary to safeguard the
public health and to enable the shellfish industry to comply
with said requirements. Such rules and regulations of the
department may provide for the use in connection with ship-
ments or consignments of shellfish to points outside the com-
monwealth of tags or certificates stating or certifying that
the shellfish to which the same relate have been taken from
areas found by the department to be apparently free from
contamination and setting forth such other facts in relation
thereto as may be necessary to meet the requirements of law
in force at such points.
Section 2. Chapter ninety-four of the General Laws is
hereby amended by inserting after section three hundred and
five A, inserted by chapter fifty of the acts of nineteen hun-
dred and twenty-four, the following new sections:
Section 3058. No person shall engage in the business of
shucking or packing of shellfish without first obtaining a
license from the board of health of the town where such
business is to be conducted.
Section 305C. Boards of health of cities and towns may an-
nually grant licenses to engage in the business of shucking
and packing shellfish. Upon receipt of an application for a
license, the board shall cause an examination of the sanitary
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condition of the establishment to be made and if it is found
that the provisions of section three hundred and five A or of
rules and regulations made under section one hundred and
forty-six or corresponding provisions of earlier laws or of
regulations made under section three hundred and five D
are not being or are not likely to be violated, upon receipt of
an annual license fee of ten dollars a license shall be issued
authorizing the applicant to operate an establishment for
shucking or packing shellfish for a period of one year. Such
license may be revoked at any time by the board of health
issuing the same or by the department of public health if in
the opinion of said board or department the provisions of
section three hundred and five A or of the regulations made
under the provisions of section three hundred and five D are
being violated. Before revocation, the licensee shall be given
an opportunity to be heard before the board or the depart-
ment or before some person or persons designated by them.
A conviction of any such licensee for a violation of section
three hundred and five A or of the regulations made under
section one hundred and forty-six or under section three
hundred and five D shall render the license void and no licen:
shall be granted for the balance of the term of the license so
rendered void.
Section 305D. The department of public health shall make
regulations for the conduct of establishments engaged in the
shucking, packing, and marketing of shellfish. Each person
holding a license under this act shall maintain the premise
covered by such license in accordance with section three hun-
dred and five A, and with the regulations made hereunder.
Section 305E. Whoever violates any provision of section
three hundred and five B, three hundred and five D, or of any
regulation made under section three hundred and five D shall
he punished for the first offence by a fine of not less than
fifteen dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, and for a
subsequent offense by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor
more than two hundred dollars
Section 305F. Any person engaged in the business of shuck-
ing or packing shellfish for shipment without the common-
wealth and desiring a license from the department for the pur-
pose of complying with the regulations of other states or of
cities located without this commonwealth may apply to the
department for a license. A license may be issued by the
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Description of Contaminated and Apparently Uncon-
taminated Areas
In accordance with the provisions of chapter 300, Acts of
1925, the Department has notified the Division of Fisheries
and Game of the Department of Conservation of its deter-
mination of the contaminated and apparently uncontaminated
areas along the coast, and has caused to be published in news-
papers published in the town in which or adjacent to which
the contaminated or apparently uncontaminated areas are
situated notices in relation thereto. The Department has
also caused to be posted at convenient points near the con-
taminated areas maps showing the bounds thereof and a
statement that the areas are contaminated.
A description of the contaminated areas and the apparently
uncontaminated areas, including those heretofore found con-
taminated under the provisions of chapter 130 of the General
Laws, follows:
Contaminated Areas,
1. Newhuryport Harbor and Estuar,
■ . . the waters and flats of Newburyport Harbor, of the Merrimack
River, and of all other estuaries tributary thereto, in Newburyport,
Salisbury and Newbury, inside or west of a line drawnfrom the easterly
extremity of the north jetty to the easterly extremity of the south
jetty at the mouth of the Merrimack River, but excepting the waters
and flats of the Plum Island River south of the turnpike from New-
buryport to Plum Island and excepting also the waters and flats ad-
jacent to Plum Island known as “The Basin” south of a dike separat-
ing “The Basin” from the adjacent waters. . . .
Gloucester Harbor and Annisquam River.
. . . the waters and flats of Gloucester Harbor and of all estuaries
tributary thereto, inside or north of a line drawnfrom Tablet Rock on
the westerly coast of Gloucester Harbor easterly to the light on Ten
Pound Island and continued in a straight line easterly to East Glouces-
ter, and the waters and flats of the Annisquam River and the es-
APPENDIX.
3. Rockport Harbor and Sandy Bay.
4-. Manchester Harbor.
6. Marblehead Harbor.
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tuaries tributary thereto, northerly to a line across the Annisquam
River between the westerly point of Wolf Hill and the northeasterly
point of Winiahdin, and also the waters and flats of the Annisquam
River along the westerly and northerly shores of Thurstons and
Wheelers points, northerly from a point opposite the northerly ex-
tremity of Pearces Island, and also the waters and flats of Mill River
and Lobster Cove, but not including the waters and flats of Little
River, Jones River, and the remaining portions of the Annisquam
River not herein mentioned. . . .
. . . the waters and flats of Rockport Harbor, inside or southwest
of a line drawn between the two breakwaters at the entrance of this
harbor, and the waters and flats of Sandy Bay and estuaries tributary
thereto south of a line drawn between the westerly extremity of the
westerly breakwater at Rockport Harbor and the high-water mark of
Sandy Bay at the foot of King Street. . . .
. . . the waters and flats of Manchester Harbor north of the Boston
& Maine Railroad. . . .
. . . the waters and flats of Beverly Harbor, of Collins Cove, of
Danvers River, and of all estuaries tributary thereto, in Salem,
Beverly, Peabody and Danvers, inside or west of a line drawn from
Hospital Point in Beverly southerly to Juniper Point at the easterly
extremity of Salem Neck, and of Salem Harbor, and all estuaries
tributary thereto, in Salem and Marblehead, inside or west of a line
drawn from the said Juniper Point southerly to the northerly corner
of Waterside Cemetery on the westerly shore of Marblehead. . . .
. . . the waters and flats of Marblehead Harbor, inside or south of
a line drawn from the easterly extremity of Peache Point southeasterly
to the northerly extremity of Marblehead Neck. . . .
the waters or flats ofLynn Harbor and its tributaries, the Point
of Pines and the westerly shore of Nahant, north of a line drawn from
Bass Point, the southernmost point of the peninsula of Nahant, to the
Northern Circle of the boulevard on the Revere Beach Reservation, in-
cluding the waters and fiats of the whole of the Saugus and Pines
rivers. . . .
7. Lynn Harbor, Saugus and Pines Rivers. 1
5. Beverly and Salem Harbors and Estuaries.
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8. Boston Harbor and Estuaries.
. . . the flats or waters of Boston Harbor, including all its arms and
tributaries, inside of a line drawn from Windmill Point in Hull to the
southeasterly point of Deer Island and through Deer Island and
across Shirley Gut to Point Shirley, and including the shores of Lovells,
Gallups and Georges Islands, but excepting along the Winthrop shore
inside or northeast of a line drawn from the outer end of the steam-
boat landing of the Point Shirley Club at Point Shirley to the outer
end of the Cottage Park Yacht Club wharf on the southerly shore of
Winthrop between Orlando and Woodside avenues and excepting
along the westerly shore of Hull east of a line drawn from the westerly
extremity of Sunset or Nantasket Point to the Windemere Station on
the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad. . . .
9. Cohassel Harbor. 1
. .
. the waters or flats of Cohasset Harbor, including its tributaries,
inside or west of the stone breakwater and a line drawn in extension
thereof to high-water mark on the northerly side of the harbor. . . .
10. Plymouth Harbor and Jones River.
. . . the waters and flats of Plymouth Harbor, Jones River and
Kingston Bay, inside or south of a line drawn from the northerly ex-
tremity of Long Beach in the town of Plymouth to the northerly
extremity of the peninsula now or formerly known as Rocky Nook in
the town of Kingston and continued in a straight line across Jones
River. . . .
11. Provincetown Harbor.
. . . the waters and flats of Provincetown Harbor inside or north-
west of a line drawn from Mayflower Heights to the northerly ex-
tremity of the stone breakwater at the southwesterly end of the said
harbor. . . .
12. Stepstone Creek, Chatham
the waters and flats of Stepstone Creek in Chatham.
13. Leivis Bay at Hyann
■ . . the waters and flats of that part of Lewis Bay at the village of
Hyannis, town of Barnstable, which lies inside or westerly of a line
drawn from the shore at the foot of School Street in a southwesterly
direction across the bay to the most northerly point of land southeast
of the foot of Pleasant Street. . . .
UnderChapter 130, General L
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14- Mattapoisett Harbor.
■ . . the waters and flats of Mattapoisett Harbor inside or north of
a line drawn from the foot of Ship Street to the mouth of the Matta-
poisett River, but not including the waters and flats of the Mattapoisett
River. . . .
15. Acushnet River, New Bedford Harbor, Buzzards Bay near New
Bedford Sewer Outlet and Clark’s Cove.
. .
. the waters and flats of the Acushnet River and New Bedford
Harbor in Fairhaven and New Bedford, west of a line drawn from
theBeacon near the southerly end ofFort Street in Fairhaven through
Butler Flats Light southerly to a point on a line drawn between Scon-
ticut Point in Fairhaven and Rioketsons Point in Dartmouth, and the
waters and flats of Buzzards Bay west of the said line from the Beacon
through Butler Flats Light and north of the said line between the said
Sconticut and Ricketsons points, and east of a line on a range from
Butler Flats Light and the southeasterly extremity of Clark’s Point,
and the waters and flats of Clark’s Cove in New Bedford and Dart-
mouth north of a line drawn from the westerly extremity of Portland
Street at Clark’s Point westerly to the Old Guano Wharf, so called, in
Dartmouth.
.
. .
16. Apponaganset River at Apponaganset Harbor, Dartmouth.
. . . the waters and flats of the Apponaganset River and Ap-
ponaganset Harbor east of a line drawn from High Point, so called,
northeast of Great Island, to the westerly abutment of the Bridge
Street bridge and from that point to the southwesterly end of the
breakwater at Ricketsons Point. . . .
17. Mount Hope Bay and Taunton River, Fall River.
. . . the waters and flats of Mount Hope Bay, of the Taunton River
and of all estuaries tributary thereto, in Taunton, Dighton, Berkley,
Freetown, Somerset and Fall River, inside or north of a line drawn
from the state boundary line between the city of Fall River and the
town of Tiverton, Rhode Island, and Brayton Point at the southerly
most part of the town of Somerset, but excepting the waters and flats
of the Assonet River between the mouth of said river and a line drawn
from the northerly point of Bryants Neck to the spire of the Con-
gregational Church in the village of Assonet. . . .
18. Lees River, Swansea.
the waters and flats of Lees River above or north of the Wilbur
Avenue Bridge
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19. Coles River, Swansea.
. . . the waters and flats of that portion of Coles'River east of a
line drawn from the easterly abutment of the Wilbur Avenue Bridge
to the westerly end of Ocean Grove Avenue and the waters and flats
of Coles River at Long Beach north of a line drawn from the Coles
River Railroad Station to the southerly end of the point at the easterly
end of Long Beach now or formerly known as John’s Point. . . .
20. Nantucket Harbor.
.
. . the tidal waters and flats of Nantucket Harbor lying inside of
a line drawn from the Old Tower at Brant Point in a northerly direc-
tion to can-buoy 7, at the entrance to Nantucket Harbor, thence in a
southeasterly direction to spar-buoy 9 in said harbor, and thence in a
southwesterly direction to the mouth of The Creeks, so called. . . .
Apparently Uncontaminated Areas.
21. Plum Island, Sound, Parker and Ipswich Rivers and Essex Bay,
etc., to Annisquam River.
. . . the tidal waters and flats of Plum Island River south of the
turnpike from Newburyport to Plum Island, Parker River, Plum Island
Sound, Ipswich River east of a line drawn across the river just above
the entrance of Labor in Vain Creek, Castle Neck River, Essex River,
Essex Bay and the ocean shore southeasterly from Essex Bay to Farm
Point at the easterly extremity of Coffins Beach in the northwesterly
part of the city of Gloucester, and all other estuaries tributary thereto,
in the towns of Newbury, Rowley, Ipswich and Essex, and in that
part of the city of Gloucester adjacent to Essex Bay and along Coffins
Beach west of Farm Point. . . .
22. Shore of Cohasset and of Plymouth County to the Plymouth-Bourne
Boundary Line.
. . . the tidal waters and flats of the ocean shore southerly from the
point where the Hull-Cohasset boundary line touches the sea to the,
point where the Plymouth-Bourne boundary line touches Cape Cod
Bay, including Little Harbor, Cohasset Harbor, excepting that portion
of the w'aters and fiats of Cohasset Harbor inside or west of the stone
breakwater and a line drawn in extension thereof to high-water mark
on the northerly side of the harbor, also including Scituate Harbor,
North River, South River, Green Harbor, Duxbury Bay and Kingston
Bay, and all estuaries tributary thereto, in the towns of Cohasset,
Scituate, Marshfield, Duxbury, Kingston and Plymouth, excepting
that portion of Plymouth Harbor, Jones River and Kingston Bay,inside or south of a line drawn from the northerly extremity of Long
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Beach in the town of Plymouth to the northerly extremity of the
peninsula now or formerly known as Rocky Nook in the town of
Kingston and continued in a straight line across Jones River. . . .
23. Cape Cod Bay Shore of Barnstable County from the Plymouth -
Bourne Boundary Line to Provincetown.
. . . the tidal waters and flats of Cape Cod Bay from thePlymouth-
Bourne boundary line to Long Point in Provincetown, including
Barnstable Harbor, Wellfleet Harbor and all other estuaries tributary
to Cape Cod Bay in the towns of Bourne, Sandwich, Barnstable,
Yarmouth, Dennis, Brewster, Orleans, Eastham, Wellfleet, Truro and
Provincetown, excepting that portion of Provincetown Harbor inside
or northwest of a line drawn from Mayflower Heights to the northerly
extremity of the stone breakwater at the southwesterly end of Province-
town Harbor. . . .
24- Easterly and Southerly Shore of Cape Cod from Nauset Harbor in
Eastham and Orleans to Woods Hole in Falmouth.
.
.
. the tidal waters and flats of the ocean shore southerly from and
including Nauset Harbor in the towns of Eastham and Orleans and of
Nantucket Sound westerly to and including the tidal waters and flats
along the southerly shore of Falmouth to Woods Hole, and including
all estuaries tributary thereto in the towns of Eastham, Orleans,
Chatham, Harwich, Dennis, Yarmouth, Barnstable, Mashpee and
Falmouth, excepting the waters and flats of Stepstone Creek in
Chatham, and excepting the waters and flats of that part ofLewis Bay
at the village of Hyannis, town of Barnstable, which lies inside or
westerly of a line drawn from the shore at the foot of School Street in
a southwesterly direction across the bay to the most northerly point
of land southeast of the foot of Pleasant Street. . . .
25. Shores ofBuzzards Bay from Falmouth to Westport
. . . the waters and flats of Buzzards Bay, including all estuaries
tributary thereto, in the towns of Falmouth, Bourne, Wareham,
Marion, Mattapoisett, Fairhaven, New Bedford, Dartmouth and
Westport, except certain waters in and about the city of New Bedford
and the towns of Mattapoisett, Fairhaven and Dartmouth hereinafter
described. ... 1
26. Shores of Nantucket , Marthas Vineyard and Elizabeth Islands.
. . . the tidal waters and flats adjacent to the Elizabeth Islands,
Marthas Vineyard, Nantucket and adjacent islands, including Vine-
yard Haven, Lagoon Pond, Edgartown Harbor, Katama Bay and
contaminated areas, 14, 15 and 16.
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Nantucket Harbor, in the towns of Gosnold, Gay Head, Chilmark
West Tisbury, Tisbury, Oak Bluffs, Edgartown and Nantucket ex-cepting thatportion of the tidal waters and flats of Nantucket Harborlying inside of a line drawn from the Old Tower at Brant Point in anortherlydirection to can-buoy 7, at the entrance to Nantucket Harbor,thence in a southeasterly direction to spar-buoy 9 in said harbor, andthence in a southwesterly direction to the mouth of The Creeks so
called. ... k ’

